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The music paper announcement (right) 
passed under the radar of historians, 
interested solely on the achievements of 
one of the duo: Marc Bolan, because until 
2018 history had been written by and 
about “the victor” of the Tyrannosaurus 
Rex era and commercially that was Marc 
Bolan. But the truth was demonstrated 
quite clearly when she was given 
unprecedented access to ‘The Took 
Estate’ archives which included a 
scrapbook kept by Steve’s mum Betty of 
her son’s achievements.  
Overleaf are two pages from Fee’s Steve 
Took biography showing  

1) The finished concert programme
2) One of his preliminary drawings for

this impressive Concert poster.







Book Reviews: Steve Peregrin Took February 8, 2018 | Dave Thompson A Trip Through Ladbroke Grove: The Life and Times of Underground Hero Steve Peregrin Took by Fee Warner ISBN 978-1788081689 
Steve Took, for those who may not know (there’s probably one or two) was the original other half of Tyrannosaurus Rex, the band that hauled Marc Bolan towards the superstardom of the seventies – and who, according to what and where you read your histories, has been effectively whitewashed from the story. 
Integral to the duo’s first three albums, he was out before the fourth, and while his former cohort rode the white swan to glory, Took sank into the kind of legend that made his very existence seem somehow apocryphal. How could someone have been so cool, so talented, so poised on the edge of greatness, and then vanish with such finality? 
Well, you could ask his friend Syd Barrett about that, and it’s diverting to wonder what the two sat and talked about, as their old playmates played frisbee with platinum discs, while their lives were choked by grapevine and speculation. 
Barrett’s story has long since been cleared of such clutter. There are probably more books about him on the shelves today than he gave interviews in his prime. Took, however, has remained deep in the shadows – one reason, perhaps, why this particular book has been germinating for seemingly years. 
Author Warner has spent much of the last twenty years researching the story – gathering information, speaking with any and everyone who might have an insight into the truth, and patiently correcting the misapprehensions that have littered Took’s life for so long. She doesn’t intend stopping, either, but this gloriously illustrated and so-affectionately written book at least serves as a “story so far,” and a companion to a planned “sister book” focusing on his music alone. The 400 pages here are simply the life. 
A cast of almost thousands add their voices to Warner’s – not quite an “oral history,” the book is nevertheless built around the observations of the people who were actually there, in Took’s company, as events unfolded. 
Death, sadly, removed many of the key players before Warner could speak with them – Took, of course; Bolan, Barrett, Tony Secunda, Mick Wayne and more. But from producer Tony Visconti to friend Nik Turner, sometime collaborators Larry Wallis and Twink, and onto the son who never knew him (who provides a fascinating, moving, introduction), A Trip Through Ladbroke Grove lives up to its title with technicolour flare. 
The Grove, after all, is where Took lived much of his life, and Warner vividly paints the subterranean multi-verse of streets and basements, hang outs and hang-ups through which Took and a host of fellow underground adventurers paraded. Dandies and drop-outs, freaks and friends, for whom making music was simply one component within the web of fascinations and convictions that sustained them. 



More than any other book on the time-and-place (there are several) Warner captures that mindset, but more importantly than that, she depicts a world in which the actual rewards of fame – and that includes the backdated royalties that Took eventually received from his Tyrannosaurus Rex days – were secondary to simply living. And Took, until he was taken in October 1980, lived. 
http://www.goldminemag.com/blogs/spin-cycle-blogs/book-reviews-steve-peregrin-took-year-

country-prog-rock-jerry-nolan-frenchy-flicknife 

Saturday, 10 February 2018 A Trip Through Ladbroke Grove The Life and Times of Underground Hero Steve Peregrin Took By Fee Warner (Book Review) 
Author/Editor/Compiler: Fee Warner Limited edition hardback book. Hand numbered 250 Copies. 
Steve Took has often been consigned to a mere footnote in rock music’s illustrious and controversial existence, this book finally elevates his status, and as you will read deservedly so. 
Firstly it deals with the Marc Bolan and Tyrannosaurus Rex period with clarity and some honest talking, “Tooky” was never the sidekick or just that “bloke” with Bolan, he was in fact an equal partner and just as important to the sound and creation of the whole bands concept. 
Then it goes into the whole crazy world of the underground scene taking in The Deviants, Pink Fairies, Hawkwind, Motorhead, David Bowie, Syd Barrett and even the MC5. 
In fact I have to say from my own personal perspective that this is one of the most fascinating anecdotal books written and compiled on the underground with comments and memories from a host of respected writers and musicians including Mick Farren, Michael Moorcock, Nik Turner, Lemmy, Larry Wallis and Russell Hunter. 
Add to this highly interesting and, at times perhaps controversial, comments from close family, friends and collaborators, what we end up with is a detailed look into the world of “Tooky” which also reflects the whole scene as it moved and changed with the times. 
As if this wasn’t enough we are treated to many previously unseen photographs, some fascinating press cuttings, reprints of original interviews and some stunning illustrations. 
Has to be said that even the books design is a sight to behold, each section perfectly laid out in green, red and black text, oh and a really nice touch is the ribbon bookmark attached to the hardback. 
Not since Jonathan Green’s 1988 book ‘Days in the Life: Voices from the English Underground, 1961-71’, has so much amazing information been forthcoming from those who were there and nice to hear it directly from them, they tell it as it was, sometimes that can be uncomfortable, Lemmy’s son Paul Inder is a great example of words from the heart with no agenda other than honesty. 



Anyone who has more than a passing interest in rock history would do well to purchase a copy, you may not really know Steve Took at the beginning of the book but by the end you will have a greater understanding of the contribution he made to music and the lives of the people around him.   
Books written with this much dedication, love and attention to detail are few and far between, Fee Warner is to be commended on producing one of the best music books I have ever read. 

https://mrstu616.blogspot.com/2018/02/a-trip-through-ladbroke-grove-life-and.html 

2nd February 2018 YOUR AMAZING BOOK This morning I received your book Fee dedicated to Steve Peregrin Took. After a quick glance in which I have read several passages of it, and visualized the large amount of documents, memorabilia, and illustrations (among which I have had the pleasure of collaborating with a few of mine).

I must confess that I am faced with what will it mean to be one of the best biographies of the year. 
To make this book, you have done a great job of love, with many great interviews with Steve's relatives, colleagues, as well as friends. 
I am sure that its reading will excite all those who fell in love with the music of Tyrannosaurus Rex, then a duo that continues to demonstrate to us today that the music of Marc Bolan and Steve Peregrin Took continues to influence many artists, and that Tyrannosaurus Rex was one of the best performers that that 'summer of love' gave us in 1967. 
Thanks again Fee !! xx





 



 
 

Dear Fee, 
my book arrived today and I am made up to say the least, what a thing of beauty this is! Brimming with info and illustrations way beyond my expectations, for a book about a dead star its so full of life!   
The first poster on my wall ever was Marc Bolan it would have been 1972/3 and I have hung on to the Ladbroke Grove rockers after many of the clever clogs bands of the 70s have failed to keep my interest.   
So thank you for all your effort and perseverance in manifesting this book I know I'm gonna love it to bits. 
Love laughter and good things 

The following honest review was sent to Fee and the comments are well founded. One 
reason for errors creeping in, was that the manuscript was submitted to a publisher 
with their promise that the books would be delivered before the Official Launch Party 
in Portobello Road, London in a venue next to what was the legendary ‘Mountain Grill’ 
café on the 27th October, 2017 – The 37th anniversary of Steve Took’s death.  
Unfortunately the printers let Fee down, promising a November delivery date, followed 
by a December date. Fee then took the decision to take the manuscript to a local 
printer based in Brighton. Their order books were full until after the forthcoming 
Christmas and New Year shut down.  
While the delays had been happening more information had come in from friends of 
Steve Took, so over the Christmas/New Year period Fee decided to reopen the 
manuscript to add this extra information into the manuscript. This led to limited time for 
proof-reading. Hence the errors. These will of course be corrected for the follow-up 
paperback version.  



Dear Fee, 
Firstly, what a well presented, lovely looking book. Full of fascinating info about Steve and so many great photos and illustrations! I do feel though, that major proof reading and correction has to be done before any 2nd edition is considered. I know you mentioned that it was proof read but dozens of errors remain, as you may have noticed. These are:- 
1. The comma is misused, sometimes missing when needed and wrongly placed throughoutthe book. This makes sentences hard to understand and takes several re-reads tounderstand.
2. Some paragraphs have been duplicated on the same page. The duplicate ones obviouslyneed removing. See Page 28 and 29 "Steve was originally going to be called Ross StephenPorter" - should be "named", not called, as well.
3. Some sentences simply do not make any sense (due to missing or wrong words and/orcommas. An example is on Page 34 "When he was born, something, which is rather unusualto find in a Baby Book but there it, was in Steve's Baby Book (left)."
4. Other errors and various typos like the John's Children song - it's titled 'Go-Go Girl',not 'Go Go Go Girl'.
PLEASE do not take this as major criticism. The work and research put into this lovely volume is evident. As is the love shown for Steve. It's a book well worth owning. But these errors do (currently) detract quite a bit, from the content. I have some experience of proof-reading, having edited, corrected and proof read for a newspaper and several CD releases. I can help if required. Again, please do not be upset by my words. I intend no offence and can certainly understand how these errors can occur when constructing such a detailed and extensive manuscript. You've done an overall brilliant job. 
My thanks for everything you've done to help with both Steve and Marc's legacy. 
Yours sincerely, 
Dave Turner 
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I am delighted to say that the First Edition of my Steve Took biography "A Trip 
Through Ladbroke Grove" has sold out. This came as a bit of surprise! It was 
triggered by a second 'Legal Request' for five books. I had already sent one copy to 
The British Library and while I knew that five further books could be requested, I also 
knew that only some of these books are requested, so I really didn't expect the 
following five libraries to think my book was worth including on their shelves ... 

1) The Bodleian Library, Oxford University
2) The Cambridge University Library,
3) National Library of Scotland
4) National Library of Wales
5) Trinity College Dublin
This is in accordance with the Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 or the 
Irish Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000, as appropriate. Each named 
library is entitled to one complimentary copy of each publication. Please 
note that this claim is in addition to any similar claim made by the British 
Library. 

It is a legal requirement to send one copy of all published books to The British 
Library. A fellow-author commented that he has four books in The British Library, 
but none have been requested by ANY of these five additional libraries, so getting a 
request from any of them is rare. Getting a request from ALL five libraries is even 
rarer. As Fee said “What can I say? I don't know how many Marc Bolan biographies 
have been requested by these five libraries over the years, especially written by 
authors either self-publishing or getting in print with a small publisher, but it's an 
honour to be able to take 

A TRIP THROUGH LADBROKE GROVE: 
The Life and Times of Underground 'Hero' Steve Peregrin Took 

into these libraries. It is especially wonderful for me to help him go to the 'home' of 
J.R.R. Tolkien - namely The Bodleian Library, Oxford University. For me, it is also a 
delight every bit as wondrous as that of the White Queen that we are travelling over 
the sea to Trinity College Dublin and thereby to the fabulous Oscar Wilde.” 








